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We are pleased to present this
update on a very busy year for
CAAU.
For current information, we invite
you to visit our website,
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International Healthcare Fellowship Program at CSMC
For the second session of the International
Healthcare Fellowship Program at Cedars-Sinai
Medical Center in Los Angeles, four young medical doctors were selected by the International
Charitable Foundation—Ukraine 3000,
In 2007, then First First Lady of Ukraine
Kateryna Yushchenko served as Honorary Chair l-r: Charles F. Simmons, Kateryna Pekur, Valentyna Davidchuk,
of CAAU Ball 2007 to highlight the importance of Taras Tkachuk, Bohdan Malaniak, Oxana Tcherniantchouk
the Children’s Hospital of the Future in Kyiv. In
her role as Chair of the Supervisory Committee for Ukraine 3000, the First Lady has articulated her vision to build a state-of-the-art institution that will be a central source of
medical assistance to critically ill infants and children in all regions of Ukraine.
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles has responded through its interest in
international collaboration and technology transfer to develop the International
Healthcare Fellowship Program, in conjunction with Ukraine 3000 and support
from CAAU, to provide training that will
benefit the Children’s Hospital of the Future in Kyiv and improve maternal and
child healthcare outcomes. After months
of planning and coordination, the first 2week training session was held at CSMC in
l-r, First session (November 2008) participants with representatives
November 2008 with five Ukrainian phy- of CAAU and CSMC: Tetiana Kurilina, Svitlana Donska, Taras Tkachuk,
sicians in attendance.
Bohdan Malaniak, Luba Keske, Julia Davydova, Anne Prokopovych,
For the second training session, held in
August 2009, the four doctors were divided into two study tracks deemed essential to the
development of the new hospital. Dr. Valentyna Davydchuk, Dr. Vladyslav Kropelnytskyi
and Dr. Kateryna Pekur focused on oncological hematology to build diagnostic skills that
will guide effective treatment procedures. Taras Tkachuk, M.D. was introduced to a variety of administrative and operational disciplines, including finance, logistics and recordkeeping.
Charles F. Simmons, M.D., Chair of the Department of Pediatrics and principal architect of
the curricula at CSMC, stresses “we don’t want to tell them what to do, but rather show
them how we approached the problems we faced.”
According to Taras Tkachuk, also an administrative executive for Ukraine 3000, plans for
future training sessions will continue to focus on diagnosis of critical conditions and administration. “Skilled diagnosis will help us to effectively and efficiently deploy medical
resources in a timely manner. We also need administrative expertise to develop the infrastructure to manage a complex organization to improve patient outcomes.”
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CAAU Aid to Orphans in Ukraine
CAAU is continuing to provide support to orphans in
Ukraine with targeted funding for specific projects. Most
of these projects involve education, especially the education that can lead to higher education or training in practical skills that can lead to jobs and self-sufficiency after the
children graduate from the orphanage. In addition, CAAU
has responded to emergency needs, such as building repairs and basic furnishings.

tarian Award.
In 2009 Col. Kark assisted CAAU by distributing over
$3,000 of CAAU funds to internats, needy children and
others in Ukraine.
Potential CAAU projects for the future include a renewed
Eyeglasses for Orphans project by the Committee to Assist
Ukrainian Orphans and Children without
Parental Care, as well as internats in
Zolochiv, Kyiv and other areas of
Ukraine.

CAAU is fortunate to be affiliated with
Col. John Kark, Ph.D., founder of the Committee to Assist Ukrainian Orphans and
Children without Parental Care. Col.
Kark maintains a directory of orphanages in all regions of Ukraine, conducts
personal inspections and personally delivers humanitarian aid. Col. Kark was
the recipient of the 2007 CAAU Humani- Col. John Kark, Ph.D. (rear) with orphans and

During 2009, our community lost Mrs.
Irene Polotnianka, a long-time generous
supporter of CAAU and many other
causes for Ukraine. Family and friends
donated $1,315 in memory of Mrs. Polotnianka. Vichnaya Pam’yat!

administrators at the internat /orphanage in
Radomyshyl, Ukraine.

Sewing class at the internat/orphanage in Verhknosynovydne,
Ukraine, with sewing machines funded by CAAU.

Children of Lviv School #1 for children with serious medical conditions
perform with sound equipment funded by CAAU.

Dorland’s Medical Dictionary
During the welcome session for the first group of Ukrainian medical doctors selected by Ukraine 3000 to participate in the International Healthcare Fellowship Program
at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in November 2008, CAAU
presented the two-volume Ukrainian-English version of
Dorland’s Illustrated Medical Dictionary. (see photo on
page 1) One volume was placed in the Medical Library of
Cedars-Sinai for the use of current an future participants
in the Fellowship program.
In addition, five copies were shipped to the medical institutions in Ukraine, expanding the benefit to medical professionals throughout Ukraine.

The presentation was made possible through the efforts of
the American Ukrainian Medical Foundation (AUMF).
Hon. Lubomyr Jachnycky (AUMF board member) and Dr.
Paul Dzul (founder and president) were pleased to donate
the copies as a part of the AUMF mission to enhance
Ukrainian medical knowledge by publishing Ukrainian
translations of leading American medical reference works.
For more information about AUMF and its projects visit
www.aumf.net.
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CAAU Ball 2009 Raises Funds for Needy Children in Ukraine
Sunny skies and gentle ocean breezes during the day preceded the formal welcome of two young ladies at the
CAAU Ball and Presentation of Debutantes on Saturday,
February 21, 2009, at the Manhattan Beach Marriott Hotel.
The evening featured a lively mix of traditional and innovative entertainment and social activities, with the charitable goal to raise funds for programs to aid needy children in Ukraine.
The event raised over $18,000 in donations and proceeds
to benefit programs to aid needy children in Ukraine, including the Ukraine 3000 Children’s Hospital of the Future
in Kyiv, Wheelchairs for Ukraine and Orphans in Ukraine.
Silent Auction
Arriving guests enjoyed cocktails and hors d’oeuvres as
they greeted friends in the Silent Auction Gallery. The
Silent Auction has become an outstanding feature at the
annual event, with items ranging from handcrafted pysanky to movie DVDs. Good-natured bidding enlivens the
festivities and helps to raise additional funds for the charitable cause.
The 2009 Silent Auction showcased a number of fine art
items and two collector’s items furnished by Ukraine 3000
International Charitable Foundation, through the courtesy
of Ukraine 3000 Chairperson and then First Lady of
Ukraine Kateryna Yushchenko.
Presentation of the Debutantes
After guests were seated for dinner, CAAU Chair Mrs. Luba
Keske opened the program with welcoming remarks before turning the program over to Master of Ceremonies
Roman Mykytyn. Mr. Mykytyn summarized the greetings
from First Lady of Ukraine Kateryna Yuschenko that were
also printed in the program book. Also serving as Chair of
Ukraine 3000 International Charitable Foundation, Mrs.
Yushchenko commended the dedication of the funds
raised by the CAAU Ball to aid needy children in Ukraine.
She brought attention to the shared goals of CAAU and
Ukraine 3000 to improve the education, culture and
healthcare for children in Ukraine as important components in building the future in Ukraine.
Mr. Mykytyn introduced guest speaker David Richard,
Founder and President of UCP/Wheels for Humanity, who
encourage the audience to continue financially supporting
the Wheelchairs for Ukraine program to bring mobility
assistance to needy children and adults in Ukraine. For
over twelve years volunteers for UCP/Wheels for Humanity have refurbished and delivered wheelchairs and other
mobility aids to needy people around the world.
Master of Ceremonies Roman Mykytyn was assisted by his
Courtney Mykytyn with the introduction of each of the
two young ladies during the Presentation of Debutantes.

l-r: escort Andrij Soluk, debutante Oksana Petrechko, debutante Chelsea Mudlo, escort Michael Zubach
Photo courtesy of Don Hagopian Photography

Chelsea Mudlo is an honor student in her senior year at
Saint Monica Catholic High School who has performed in
several musical productions at school and in the community. She is also an accomplished photographer whose
photographs have appeared in Svoboda and the Ukrainian
Orthodox Word.
Born in Lviv, Oksana Petrechko is an honor student enrolled in the International Baccalaureate Program at Modesto High School. She has earned awards from the Sacramento Heritage School of Ukrainian Studies and the National Society of the Daughters of the American Revolution, and is also active in various art, music, sports and
volunteer activities in the community.
Before dinner, all guests were invited to join in the singing
of “God Bless America” and the Ukrainian National Anthem. The Invocation was led by the pastors of two of the
local church parishes, Rev. Myron Mykyta of the Nativity
of the Blessed Virgin Mary Ukrainian Catholic Church and
Rev. Vasyl Shtelen of St. Andrew Ukrainian Orthodox
Church.
The final segment of the evening included dancing to the
music of “Vechirka” from New York, who played traditional and contemporary Ukrainian and American favorites. An extended set with the lively “kolomeyka” Ukrainian folk dance brought all the guests into a handclapping
circle to enjoy and encourage the spontaneous medley of
graceful and acrobatic steps by individuals in the center.

CAAU Board and Committee members volunteer their time and energy at
the annual Ball and throughout the year.
Photo Courtesy of Don Hagopian Photography
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CAAU Aid to Needy Seniors in Ukraine
Since Ukraine became an independent nation in 1991, the
social and economic changes that created opportunities
for young and resourceful individuals also adversely affected seniors on fixed pensions. Social benefits have declined in real terms, and seniors have been left with less
and less on which to survive.
Helping the disadvantaged and socially
vulnerable seniors in Ukraine is one of the
ways CAAU contributes to the well-being
of the entire population. CAAU supports
the development of regional organizations
in Ukraine that have organized local programs to provide food, housing, medical
and other services to needy seniors.

in the city of Uzhhorod, located in western Ukraine, at the
border of Slovakia and near the border with Hungary.
This center was opened in 1993, providing meals and daycare for 50 persons, in addition to home-based social assistance. In 1998 the services were expanded to add temporary living quarters and assisted living
facilities. During 2007, medical services
were added, as well as free access to the
Helping the disadvantaged and
bakery, sewing and recreational facilities.
socially vulnerable seniors in
CAAU is currently working with the center
Ukraine is one of the ways that
to deliver kitchen equipment to support
CAAU contributes to the welltheir food services for needy seniors in
being of the entire population.
Uzhhorod.

In 2007, CAAU raised over $14,000 for needy seniors in
Ukraine. Following a recommendation from then Consul
General of Ukraine in San Francisco Mykola Tochytskyi,
CAAU contacted the Regional Director of Social Services in
Uzhhorod, Mr. Konstantin Yavorskyi.
CAAU Ball 2008 spotlighted the Regional Seniors’ Center

Mr. Konstantin Yavorskyi, Regional Director of Social Services in
Uzhhorord (left), documenting delivery of kitchen equipment and utensils
to senior center.

www.CAAUkraine.org
CAAU is now on-line!
For the latest information on CAAU or to make a donation,
visit us at www.CAAUkraine.org.
Thanks to Levko Rakowsky and Petro Maziak for volunteering their talents to create CAAU’s on-line presence.

CAAU responded to the request from the
Uzhhorod senior center, coordinated by Mr. Yavorskyi to
fund kitchen equipment and utensils.
In 2009, CAAU delivered $500 to Mr. Yavorskyi for new
project to aid seniors. A full update will be forthcoming.
Some of the potential projects that CAAU is currently investigating involve the Lviv Geriatric Residence and the
senior home in Zolochiv, near Lviv Ukraine.

Ms. Anna Kotyk (center), Assistant Director of the Lviv Geriatric
Residence, showing to CAAU representatives Irko and Anne
Prokopovych, the garden planted by the staff of the facility
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Ukrainian Little League Baseball Championships
CAAU sponsored the housing and awards
for the second Annual Ukrainian Little
League Baseball Championships for children
ages 11-12 in Kremets, Ternopil oblast,
Ukraine, October 1-4, 2009.
Children from orphanages in Rivne, Luhansk, Donetsk and Ternopil oblasts in
Ukraine participated in training and competition, as well as travel to local historic and
cultural sites.
Founded by Basil Tarasko, scout for the San
Diego Padres professional baseball team
and coach for the National Baseball Teams
of Ukraine, the Ukrainian Little League is
dedicated to improving the lives of disadvantaged youth in Ukraine through the
sport of baseball.
The championship was won by the team
from Donetsk, “but all of the children were

Inside Story Headline

“You helped make a dream come
true for our children, our future,
our Ukraine.”
Basil Tarasko, District Administrator
for Little League Baseball in Ukraine

winners,” according to Mr. Tarasko.
During the closing ceremonies, all of the
teams, coaches and staff marched on to
the field, and stood proudly while singing
the Ukrainian National Anthem. Each
team also received educational souvenirs
donated by the National Olympic Committee of Ukraine.
In addition to the sports program, the
Ukrainian Little League Baseball Championship organizers also arranged for the
children to tour the city of Kremenets,
including visits to the remnants of a castle, the local museums, the Pachaiyiva
Monastery, historical churches and St.
Ann’s Blessed Well. Mr. Tarasko and his
fellow volunteers stress the importance of
including cultural educational enrichment
as a part of the program.
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CAAU Wheelchairs for Ukraine
For over twelve years, CAAU and UCP/Wheels for Humanity have been working in partnership to bring the gift of
mobility to needy children in adults in Ukraine. Together,
the partnership of CAAU and UCP/Wheels for Humanity
has completed nine deliveries of wheelchairs and other
mobility aids to needy people in Lviv, Rivne, IvanoFrankivsk, Ternopil, Khmelnytskyi, Volynh, Uzhorod,
Chernivtsi and Kharkiv.
The success of the Wheelchairs for Ukraine
partnership between CAAU and UCP/
Wheels for Humanity has been largely due
to the countless hours of volunteer work to
refurbish wheelchairs at the UCP Wheels
for Humanity facility in North Hollywood
and to assist with the distributions in
Ukraine.
The most recent distribution to Ukraine
was conducted in June 2008. A team of
nine people, representing CAAU and UCP/
Wheels for Humanity, delivered of the gift
of mobility to needy people in Chernivtsi.

The delivery was the second to that region, and had been
planned to be a part of the commemoration of the 600th
anniversary of the city of Chernivtsi and the 100th anniversary of the Chernivtsi City Children’s Clinical Hospital.
The CAAU team members included CAAU Chair Luba Keske and her husband Wally, Dmytro (Mitch) and Irena Cyhaniuk, and CAAU Vice President Yarko Maryniuk, M.D.
The CAAU team members volunteered
their time and generously paid for their
own travel expenses as well as some of
the expenses for the distribution effort.
The distribution in Chernivtsi also witnessed the inadequacy of the medical
system in Ukraine to provide mobility
assistance to children and adults with
special needs. CAAU plans to address the
needs of children with physical challenges such as cerebral palsy during the
upcoming delivery to Ukraine.

Sponsor a Wheelchair Campaign
Continuing the success of the Wheelchairs for Ukraine program is an important priority for CAAU.
Due to the hours of volunteer work, this
program leverages a modest financial
investment into life-changing results for
needy children and adults with disabilities in Ukraine.

To help raise the necessary funds, CAAU has initiated the
“Sponsor a Wheelchair” campaign.
For a $75 contribution per chair, donors
will receive a photograph of the recipient,
listing in the CAAU Honor Roll of Wheelchairs for Ukraine Sponsors, and the satisfaction of knowing that a needy person
in Ukraine has received the gift of mobility, dignity and independence.

The future of the program is challenged
by rising costs, especially of transportation. CAAU will need $20,000 to partner
with UCP/Wheels for Humanity on the
next distribution.

For more information, see the special
Sponsor a Wheelchair brochure, email us
at CAAUkraine@gmail.com or visit our
website, www. CAAUkraine.org.

Memorial Donation Benefits Wheelchairs for Ukraine
Longtime CAAU supporter Mary Ledding donated $5,000
to the Wheelchairs for Ukraine program in memory of her
recently departed husband, Richard Holland.
Mr. Holland was a rocket scientist, accomplished musician,
owner of race horses, script writer, loving husband and
stepfather to Ms. Ledding’s two daughters. He felt that his
family roots were in Ukraine, and talked about visiting the
country with his wife and close friends, Luba and Wally
Keske.

Mary Ledding also donated $5,000 to UCP/Wheels for Humanity, designated for the Wheelchairs for Ukraine program. These two donations bring the program half way to
the $20,000 total needed to fund the next distribution.
On behalf of the needy people with disabilities in Ukraine,
CAAU is grateful for this generous support.
Vichnaya Pam’yat!
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CAAU Research Saves Lives
CAAU sponsored the travel of ten promising young scientists invited to participate in the Bridges in Life Sciences
Regional Networking Meeting in Debrecen, Hungary, April
4-5, 2009.
The meeting included over 100 scientists from Central and
Eastern Europe and the United States. The meeting offers
an opportunity for young scientists from the region to participate in presentations and interactive discussions with
senior scientists.
The annual meetings are organized through the leadership
of Sandor Vari, MD, Director is General Manager of the
Regional Cooperation for Health, Science and Technology
(RECOOP HST) Consortium. Dr. Vari is also Director of
International Research and Innovation Programs at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center (CMSC) in Los Angeles. Edward
Prunchunas, Senior Vice President for Finance and Chief
Financial Officer at CSMC also plays a key role in coordinating the RECOOP HST programs.

2006 Sabit program – eight scientists from Ukraine spend six weeks at CSMC
for seminars and training

Based on presentations from each of the young participants, eight “Best Young Scientist” Awards were selected,
with seven from Ukraine.
One the eight, Vitalina
Gryshkova, was awarded the CSMC Travel Grant to spend
two weeks at the Burns and Allen Research Institute at
CSMC. Dr. Gryshkova is currently with the Department of
Cell Signaling, Institute of Molecular Biology and Genetics,
National Academy of Sciences (NAS) of Ukraine (Kyiv).
Her mentor, Dr. Ramziya Kiyamova, Senior Scientist of the
Department of Cell Signaling, was also recognized for her
role as teacher and supervisor of Dr. Gryshkova’s research
work. Both visited the Burns and Allen Research Institute
in November 2009 to deliver scientific lectures and participate in seminars.

2008 Best Young Scientist Dr. Rostyslav Bilyy (center), with mentor Dr.
Rostyslav Stoika (l) and Dr. Calvin Hobel, CSMC (r)

The CAAU Research Saves Lives program began in 2006,
when CAAU supported a six-week training program conducted at CSMC for eight scientists from prominent research facilities in Ukraine. The scientists were also honored guests at CAAU Ball 2006.
At the 2008 Bridges in Life Sciences meeting, Rostislav
Bilyy was selected “Best Young Scientist”. Dr. Bilyy and
his mentor, Dr. Rostyslav Stoika of the Institute of Cell Biology, National Academy of Sciences in Ukraine (Lviv) visited Los Angeles in November 2008 for similar lecture and
seminar participation.

clockwise from front: 2009 Best Young Scientist Dr. Vitalina Gryshkova,
Dr. Karl Maramosch, Dr. Calvin Hobel, Dr. Sandor Vari; on the right, Dr.
Ramziya Kiyamova with two CSMC representatives
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CAAU Community: Holodomor, Ukraine’s Genocide (The Movie)
In May 2009, the Monaco Charity Film Festival Grand Jury Prize, Award of Discovery &
Human Interest, was presented to the production team for Holodomor, Ukraine’s
Genocide. Executive Producer and CAAU
Chair Luba Keske, Director Bobby Leigh, Producer Marta Tomkiw, Co-Producer Maya Lew
and Executive Producer Nestor Popowych
were honored at the annual event.
The documentary, which utilizes archival
footage taken from the regions in Ukraine
most devastated by the Holodomor—Kyiv,
Cherkasy, Kharkiv, Mykolaiv and Dnipropetrovsk—includes interview and stories of survivors and those who witnessed the geno-

cide, film and photographic documentation from the 1930s, as well as commentaries from historians and experts in
Ukraine, the United States and Canada.
In November 2009, Luba Keske and
Maya Lew traveled to Ukraine to screen
the 90-minute film to audiences that included some of the survivors and witnesses that were a part of the film.
The goal of the film makers is to make
the documentary available to libraries,
high schools and universities, along with
an accompanying curriculum.

CAAU Community: 3rd Annual Malaniak Awards at CSMC
To encourage research activities for Postdoctoral Researchers and Fellows, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
(CSMC) established the Malaniak Award for Excellence
in Postdoctoral Research.
The annual award, now in its third year, honors Bohdan
(Danny) Malaniak, now retired, for his leadership and
commitment during his tenure as Vice President of Academic and Research Affairs at CSMC. Mr. Malaniak has
served on the CAAU Board for over ten years, including
several years as President, and is continuing to actively
contribute to CAAU as a member of its Advisory Committee. He was awarded the CAAU Humanitarian Award in
2006.

Left to Right: Shlomo Melmed, M.D. Darryl Davis, M.D., Awardee Marianela Candolfi, V.M.P., Ph.D., Bohdan (Danny) Malaniak, Mehrmoosh
Ghiam, Ph.D., Awardee David Shie, M.D.

CAAU Community: Kobzar Choir ‘Tis the Season Concert
The Ukrainian National Choir “Kobzar” presented a magical evening of holiday songs on Sunday December 13,
2009 at the Alex Theatre in Glendale.
The Kobzar Choir performed with The Lithuanian Choir of
St. Casimir and the Los Angeles Doctors Symphony Orchestra, in a program that included both Ukrainian and
international holiday favorites.
The Kobzar Choir and CAAU have collaborated for years
on fundraising projects to benefit needy people in
Ukraine.
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CAAU Healthier Children Tomorrow
CAAU has worked in partnership with the Children’s
Medical Care Foundation (CMCF) for nearly two decades
to deliver training and educational materials to medical
professionals focusing on pediatric and neonatal medical
care.
Most of the training has been conducted in Poland, including the training of two Ukrainian neonatologists in Warsaw in November 2009.
Currently in development are “train the trainer” programs
for a Neonatal Resuscitation Course that is based on and
translated from the American Heart Association’s course.
After taking this course, the doctors who take care of sick
newborns will have better knowledge and skills to take
care of critically ill newborns in the first several hours of
their lives.

CAAU Vice President Dr. Jerry (Yarko) Maryniuk with Dr. Kornacka
(head of the Warsaw Neonatal Unit) and Dr. Andrij Nowikiewicz
(trainee from Lviv) in Warsaw, June 2008

In Memory of William Selezinka, M.D.
Dr. William Selezinka established the Ukrainian Eye Project in 1992 to improve the delivery of ophthalmologic care in post-Soviet Ukraine.
While maintaining his full-time faculty activities at University of California at San Diego
and Director of Resident Education at Shiley Eye Center, he developed a program of
consultation, teaching and surgery in Ukraine.
CAAU support for the Ukrainian Eye Project included the proceeds of the 1997 CAAU
Ball of around $16,000.
Dr. Selezinka’s life of productive ophthalmology, as well as his selfless contributions
resulted in a Certificate of Special Recognition by the United States Congress for his
outstanding, long term efforts in bringing eye care to Ukraine. Dr. Selezinka was also
awarded the Outstanding Humanitarian Service Award from the American Academy of
Ophthalmology for his humanitarian service.
Vichnaya Pam’yat!

William Selezinka, M.D. (r) with David
Schanzlin, M.D. (l) and patient Slavko Semchyshyn (c), who was born blind. The
Ukrainian Eye Project made is possible for
Slavko to travel from Ukraine to the United
States to receive a corneal transplant. He
now has 20/60 vision

CAAU Children Are Ukraine’s Future Endowment Fund
In 2006, CAAU received over $79,000 from the estate of
John Tymkiw, the largest single donation in CAAU’s history. The gift was unrestricted, however, CAAU’s board of
directors have chosen to honor Mr. Tymkiw’s lifelong interest in supporting humanitarian efforts for children in
Ukraine.
This gift has inspired the formation of the Children Are
Ukraine’s Future endowment fund to provide CAAU with a
stable source of income to fund projects in the long term.
Donations designated for the Children Are Ukraine’s Future endowment fund will be pooled with Mr. Tymkiw’s

donation, and income earned by the fund will provide a
continuing source of funds. In addition, CAAU will continue its on-going efforts to raise funds for needy children.
Children Are Ukraine’s Future is the first endowment fund
for CAAU. Endowment funds provide donors a means for
an enduring benefit from their generosity. For more information on contributing to the Children Are Ukraine’s Future or other CAAU endowment fund, either by donation
or estate planning, contact CAAU Treasurer Roman
Wasylyn, 818-783-9773.
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CAAU Fundraising Initiatives
Ralphs Community Contributions Rewards Program
Ralphs makes fundraising efforts easier than ever. Through the Ralphs
Community Contribution Program, CAAU earns money whenever a CAAU
donor shops at Ralphs. The program is free to the customer.
Just go to www.ralphs.com and click on the Community Contribution Rewards link under Services, and follow the directions. Or, you can bring the
bar code with you when you shop at Ralphs, and have it scanned with your
Ralphs Rewards card. Remember that the enrollment year starts each September.

CAAU on eBay Giving Works
eBay Giving Works is a simple and effective fundraising program that can help CAAU
tap into the generosity of the eBay community.
You can help eBay Giving Works work for CAAU:
1) Shop—Browse listings that support CAAU
2) Sell—Sellers can designate 10%-100% of an item’s selling price to CAAU
3) Donate-Make an immediate donation with PayPal
Thanks to CAAU Board member Brianna Hill for initiating this new fundraising opportunity
for CAAU.

Goodsearch.com
CAAU has registered with Goodsearch.com, allowing internet users a free on-line search utility, powered by Yahoo! That
will deliver a one cent donations to CAAU for every search query. The pennies will add up for CAAU at no cost to the user.
For more information visit www.goodsearch.com.

Vehicle Donation Program
CAAU is working with Riteway Charity Services to process donations of vehicles. Riteway picks up the vehicle and provides documentation to the donor for an IRS approved tax
deduction. CAAU receives the proceeds from the sale or disposition of the vehicle.
For more information visit www.ritewaycharityservices.com.

Corporate Matching Donations
Contributors to CAAU have magnified their generous contributions through corporate matching gifts. Many companies
encourage and support the philanthropy of their employees, retirees, and board members by matching their contributions to non-profit organizations such as CAAU. Companies will often double a donor’s contribution. CAAU encourages all
donors to inquire about their company’s matching gift opportunities. In addition, CAAU has registered with
www.Guidestar.org, an information clearinghouse website for non-profit organizations.

www.CAAUkraine.org
You can donate on-line at www.CAAUkraine.org with your PayPal account.
It’s so easy!
Visit us today at www.CAAUkraine.org.
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CAAU Contributions and Ball 2009
CAAU thanks its members and supporters for their financial support during 2009
Anonymous
Azziz, Dr. Ricardo - CSMC Dept of OB/GYN
Bardygula, Oksana
Ben, Theresa
Boyko, Olga - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Buchaj, Anna
Buchaj, Greg
Buchynsky, Bohdan & Olena - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Buchynsky, Mary - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Chen, Drs. Lan & Peng-Sheng
Chopko, Lesia
Cook, Lucy
Cosgrove, Rodger
Coto, Lucy & Jaime - IMO Irene Polotnianka
CSMC-Dept of Pediatrics
Dackiw, Roman
Dalesandro, Don & Marika
Davis, Mr. Frank I.
Demus, Andrew & Janet
Dolyniuk, Orest
Dowbusz, Victor
Duss, Slavko & Vera
Farkas, Drs. Miriam & Daniel
Feniger, William
Feuerborn, Paul & Carol
Gebet, Natalie
Geiser, Karen
Geller, Dr. & Mrs. Stephen
General Anesthesia Specialists
Gorchynski, Dr. Orest & Sonia
Guzman, Julie
Hartman, Mark & Kimberly
Hill, Brianna
Hill, Geoff & Marta
Hobel, Dr. & Mrs. Calvin J.
Horeczka, Bohdan
Horodecki, J. - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Hrinda, Marianne
Hrycelak, Maria
Iwach, Eugene & Anne
Johnson, Dr & Mrs J Patrick
Julien, Judy
Kadish, Aram & Olshansky, Marina
Kark, Col & Mrs John
Kastaniuk, Alex & Irena
Kawaguchi, John
Keske, Walter & Luba
Keske, Zirka
Kets, Vasyl
Knianicky, Bohdan & Skop, Vera
Kozbur, Taras & Xenia
Kuznetsova, Alexandra
Ledding, Mary
Loftus, Dr. James
Makuch, Anna - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Makuch, Maria
Malaniak, Bohdan & Eleanor
Maryniuk, Jerome & Diane
Meiklejohn, Patrick
Micevych, Anna
Micevych, Paul & Shannon

490.00
300.00
150.00
475.00
25.00
20.00
20.00
100.00
75.00
500.00
190.00
10.00
155.00
50.00
500.00
120.00
90.00
300.00
150.00
400.00
130.00
355.00
200.00
500.00
100.00
125.00
100.00
100.00
500.00
106.00
20.00
10.00
30.00
310.00
500.00
75.00
30.00
53.00
375.00
5.00
1,000.00
25.00
75.00
250.00
800.00
115.00
380.00
175.00
100.00
500.00
1,050.00
40.00
5,500.00
500.00
50.00
20.00
700.00
1,050.00
40.00
20.00
495.00

Mijat, Dr. Marko & Mrs. Mathilda
Mori, Mr. & Mrs. Bryant
Mudlo, Linda
Mykytyn, Bohdan & Anne - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Mykytyn, Roman
Nawrocki, Ludmila
Nyznyk, Darryl & Loretta
Oharenko, Maria
Olesijuk, Christina - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Olesijuk, Roxana - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Olesiluk, Dr. Andrij
Osadca, Lubomyr & Zenobia (IMO A. Kastaniuk)
Pittsburgh Community funds for Ukraine 3000
Popowych, Nestor & Olya
Porter, Victoria
Prodaniuk, Halyna
Prokopovych, Irenej & Anne
Pruc, Natalie - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Rakowsky, George & Alexandra
Ralph's Club Program
Richard, David
Rokos, Jeffrey
Rudnyk-MacKenzie, Romana
Saciuk, Oleh & Roxolana
Schubyn, Mychajlo
Schultz, Wayne - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Semotiuk, Andrij - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Serednycky, Andrew & Maria
Sharko, Walter & Marilyn
Shenkiryk, Marie
Shtelen, Maria
Shymkovych, Christina
Sirski-Martin, Karen
Skoropad, Lubomira
Snylyk, Kalyna - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Soluk, Ivanka - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Soluk, John & Alexandra
Stogryn, Alex
Sushko, Orest
Townsend, Royce
Turack-Bonner, Nancy
Tustaniwskyj, Jerry & Lydia
Ukr Nat'l Women's League of Amer Inc
Ukrainian Culture Center
Vari, Dr. Sari & Gaal, Julianna
Vaynman, Shoshanna
Wandzura, Bohdan & Maria
Wasylkiw, Sophia - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Wasylyn, Roman & Renee
Whiting, Dr & Mrs James
Zachar, Daria
Zachar, Zenon & Vera
Zacharczuk, Walter & Chrystyna
Zaharkiw, Marijka - IMO Irene Polotnianka
Zarembinski, Dr. Christopher
Zaveruka, Rudolf & Dorothy
Zenia's Travel Club
Zozula, Ksenia & Walt - IMO Irene Polotnianka

295.00
500.00
40.00
50.00
70.00
50.00
75.00
120.00
100.00
25.00
590.00
250.00
10,000.00
1,055.00
30.00
55.00
5,050.00
50.00
50.00
316.49
35.00
70.00
100.00
230.00
75.00
50.00
20.00
545.00
500.00
100.00
100.00
425.00
150.00
15.00
75.00
20.00
170.00
150.00
40.00
150.00
300.00
150.00
75.00
500.00
300.00
60.00
100.00
25.00
625.00
1,000.00
320.00
100.00
120.00
20.00
80.00
100.00
125.00
50.00

California Association to Aid Ukraine

c/o Roman Wasylyn
4645 Noeline Ave.
Encino, CA 91436



We believe in the people of the emerging democratic nation of Ukraine, and their ability to
grow stronger, more prosperous and more
compassionate.



By targeting unmet needs, we facilitate
broader development of social and economic
infrastructure for current and future generations.



CAAU remains committed to its mission to
channel local support to have a direct and lasting impact for the people of Ukraine.
Visit us on the web at

www.CAAUkraine.org

Your financial support sends a positive message to people in Ukraine!
Name

Ukraine 3000—Children’s Hospital in Kyiv

Address

Orphans in Ukraine

Phone

$

Wheelchairs for Ukraine

$

Little League Baseball In Ukraine

$

Aid to Needy Seniors in Ukraine

e-mail

Method of Payment

$

Healthier Children Tomorrow in Ukraine

$

Research Saves Lives

$

Check payable to CAAU
Visa

MasterCard

Wherever Needed Most

Exp. date

Credit Card #

$

$

Other (please specify) ______________________________

$

Annual Dues for 2010 ($25.00 per member)

$

Signature

My form for Corporate Matching funds is enclosed
Please contact me about Endowment Fund opportunities
Please contact me about volunteer opportunities

Donate online at www.CAAUkraine.org.

Total:
Please send this form with your donation to:
Roman Wasylyn, CAAU Treasurer
Fax: 818-783-9343
4645 Noeline Ave.
Encino, CA 91436

